1/16/2020

During the Phase I project, will the sponsor provide performers with sample/notional exercise or scenario designs that specify a) the simulated computing/network environment b) the student's/team's mission objectives c) training objectives d) scripted events and/or red force actions, and e) rubrics for assessing student performance?

"a) the simulated computing/network environment

>> This can be defined during the kick-off.

b) the student's/team's mission objectives

>> This can be defined during kickoff such as to protect certain key terrain services/nodes/capabilities.

c) training objectives

>> This can be defined during kick-off.

d) scripted events and/or red force actions, and

>> This can be defined during kick-off with a storyboard.

e) rubrics for assessing student performance?

>> This can be defined during kick-off. While assessment is a spin-off use/application of big data, initial focus should be collection and visualization as to oppose to specific assessment results."

1/16/2020

During the Phase I project, will the sponsor provide schemas/data descriptions and/or sample datasets for the training simulation data?

During kick-off, the sponsor will outline a storyboard mutual agreeable by both parties to demonstrate the maturity and applicability to the topic area in question.

1/14/2020

Are proposals required to emphasize big data analytics and/or visualization as part of the design?

Both.